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The PROJECT7 SCALABLE ENTRY VEST (SEV) is uniquely designed to scale from 

a full coverage entry vest for high risk operations, to an enhanced plate carrier for 

rural or linear missions.  SEV is scalable by the addition or removal of its Yoke, 

Upper Arm Protectors, Throat Protector, and Groin Protectors.  SEV is a “soft armor 

first” system which utilizes soft ballistic armor as its primary coverage, yet features 

top loading front and rear rifle pockets for the installation of 10”x12” or SAPI sized 

rifle plates.  SEV is available in 15 platform sizes as well as 8 cummerbund sizes, 

providing 120 possible combinations for an ideal fit.
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Key features for SEV include:

   Flexible, athletic design to provide full range of motion, allow normal 
shooting positions, and give unprecedented comfort in a full coverage 
vest

   Elasticized, removable yoke to provide normal, full range shoulder motion

   Rapid scalability from enhanced plate carrier to full coverage entry 
vest in seconds

   PROJECT7’s “Structured-Texture” shoulder design provides a soft, 
natural, and high friction shooting platform unencumbered by buckles, 
straps, external pads, or overlapping armor

   Patent pending, Three-Piece Cummerbund (3PC) design for operator 
specific sizing, ideal weight bearing, with broad adjustability, and 
rotational flexibility for unrestrained movement

   Internal radio routing channels with eleven separate openings to 
eliminate cables on the surface of the platform

   SAPI based hard armor coverage sized to the individual operator  
provides greater protection, even for larger operators

   Angular Webless MOLLE/PALS load bearing surfaces built from Blue 
Force Gear Ultracomp for increased strength and decreased weight

   Bar tacked anchors for the installation of PROJECT7 ILB Packs and 
1PS Single Point Slings

   First-Spear Tubes or one-way hook and loop closure systems

   User replaceable cummerbund and upper arm elastic
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